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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

'·,.1 ., , ., .,)

Critical si tua tio~s bcc'lr:l:rl:.bui~J:f'ves daily which
, . . , .

., ' ' "

to help produce war ma t:e:riflls.~ .

guidance has become more apparent in recent years.

guidance services in its curriculum. The adage that we are

During the war, education and industry discovered that

the schools had not given their charges adequate training,

all born free and equal has been disproved. We now know that

inequalities exist amop.g individuals, mentally as well as

physically_ It is because of these .. inequali ties that provi

sions for certain forms of guidance are necessary_

Young people are not capable of making such decisions

and solving life's problems without aid. Therefore, it is

the duty, as well as the responsibility of the school, to have

Since the end of World War II, the guidance movement

has become exceedingly important. Secondary schools that had

not thought of any organized guidance programs are now begin

ning to plan and adopt programs already in hse. The need for

and retrain these char~es for different occupations, in order

require important and far-reaching decisions. It is neces-

sary, , then, that adequate help be provided by the school in

orde~ that these decisions may be made wisely.

especially in the vocational fields. Industry had to train
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Before the advent of science and technology the hom~

was the chief social and economic unit. Nearly everything

necessary for the existence of the family was raised on the

farm. Social life was simple and confined to the home and

neighborhood.

In recent years the home no longer serves as the chief

social and economic unit. Scientific inventions, specialized

industry, and the development of trade and industry have all

contributed to dynamic changes in home life. With these

changes there oame new challenges to the school. The school

must meet these challenges by providing work in vocational,

reoreational, and eduoational guidance.

I. THE PROBLEM

Statement ofth~ Eroblem. It was the purpose of this

study (1) to determine to what extent guidance was being

carri~d on in the small Negro high sohools of Missouri; and

(2) to determine the basic guidance prooedures in use in the

small Negro high schools of Missouri.

Importance ,Of the stu91:. Guidance has been stressed
.

by the State Department of Edueation in Missouri as one of the

important aims of education. If there were no guidance pro

grams, we w0111d,need t,he information secured in this study to

il1>:thedeyelopment' of'§ach individual's personality and
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ability. No such study of this kind has been made; there- J

fore, there was reason to believe that such a study would

contribute to improved guidance programs in the small Negro

high schools of Missou~i•.

II. DEFINITIONS OF TEI&~ USED

Guidance. J. W. Studebaker has given the following

definition of the concept of guidance:

Guidance is the process of acquainting the indivi
dual with various ways in which he may discover and use
his natural endowment, in addition to special training
available from any source, so that he may live, and
make a living, to the best advantage to himself and to
society.l

Ocoupational information. Occupational information

was interpreted as meaning that body of facts and principles

underlying an understanding of all socially approved acti

vities or means· by which people earn a living. It was con

sider.ed to be inclusive of both professions and vocations.

Theindividualinventorl. The individual or personal

inventory is essentially an array of those facts about a pu

pil which distinguish him as an individual apart from others.

It musttal<:e into account· a wide range of such factors as

1. . .
.... J. W.Studebaker, "The Occupational Information and

GUidanc~ Servic.e,n A Report of Progress •. Occupations, Vol.
17 ,. No.7 ,April 1939, ,:p ~ 587.



III. PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY

checks on the students who have left school either by gradu-

ation or for other reasons.

David
U. s.

2 Paraphrased statement from Giles M. Ruch, and
Minimuni.Essentials of the Individual Inventort.
of Education, Washington, D. C., 1939.

Segel,
Office

Follow-up studie·s. Follow-up studies are periodic

the questionnaire-was mailed to the principals, a follow-up

letter was sent to the same schools. Because of the meager

answers to the Questionn~ire, the writer then traveled to

The data used in this study were obtained by the ques

tionnaire method and by reading guidance literature on the

main topics included in the questionnaire. One week after -

Counseling. Counseling is the process through which

individual students may be assisted in making appropriate

choices of occupations and other activities associated with

living and earning a living.

physical development, interests, and special talents. It

is the school's formal record of its effort to discover and

capitalize the individual differences among pupils. 2

Placement. Placement is a supervised search for jobs,

a search designed to assist students to secure employment and

to make subsequent adjustments on the job.
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the respective schools for a personal interview with the

principals. (See Appensix A).

IV. LIMITATIONS

This study was limited to the small Negro high schools

of Missouri. None of these schools had an enrollment of over

125 pupils. Data were meager and not too complete. The

writer has assumed full responsibility for any errors of re

cording or interpretation of data.



CHAPTER II

PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA

No one pattern of organization for guidance activities

can assume to be appropriate. The size of the student body

and the training and interest of the administrative and

teaching personnel are essential 'factors in determining who

shall perform various guidance duties. There must also be

someone to assume the responsibility for organizing and

coordinating guidance activities.

Those individuals who have the responsibility of or-

ganizing and coordinating the guidance services in the secon-

dary schools should be interested, and trained in the gui

dance funetions of the school.

Regarding this observation,Paynel states:

There is little doubt that guidance is developing
itit.o a highly specialized function which calls for
specially trained persons to perform that function,
whether it is found. within the public school system,
in industry, or other units of society.2

It is the purpose Of this chapter to present and in

terpret the data secured from the small Negro high schools

of Missouri.

r A. F., Payne, Organization of Voca tional Guid,ance,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1925, p. 217.

2
Loc'. cit .•



I. SCOPE OF THE SURVEY

TABLE I

20

85

92

15

75

1461

1236

SCOPE OF TIrE SURVEY

Returns from 15 schools, or 75 per cent, were re-

7'

Number of schools surveyed

Number of schools that responded

'Per cent of schools that responded

Enrollment of schools surveyed

Number enrolled in schools that responded

Per cent of total enrollment represented
by responses

. Total number of teachers

The purpose of Table I was to show the scope of the

survey. It will be noticed that 20 schools were surveyed

having a total pupil enrollment of 1461.

ceived. It has been assumed that 5" schools, or 25 per cent,

had no organized guidance program in operation. The total

not reporting incidental guidance was being carried on.

per cent of the enrollment of the schools responding was 85

per cent. In the 15 schools reporting there was a total of

92 teachers. It has also been assumed that of the 5 schools
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The administration of the guidance program. The

principal was the director of guidance in eight, or 40 per

cent, of the small Negro high schools of Missouri. Admin

istrative data have been presented in Table II. One school,

or 5 per cent, has a dean of boys and/or girls; 5 per cent

reported a coordinator; 5 per cent reported classroom teach

ers acting as counselors in guidance, and 5 per cent class

advisers for guidance work. It may be pointed out that 15

per cent had no designated director, and 25 per cent did

not report any data at all.

Therefore, it appeared obvious that such conditions

do not favor effective guidance services because of the ab

sence of guidance interest of the part of the school admin

istrators.

Preparation and traini£g of the guidance personnel.

It may also be pointed out that only 27, or 29 per cent, of

the feachers had had any courses in guidance training; where-

as 48, or 52 per cent, of the teachers had had no training

Whatsoever. The preparation and training of the guidance

personnel in the small Negro high schools of Missouri has

been very inadequate. It can be easily understood whJT many

Negro boys and. girls dro,I) out of s·chool or termina te their

education at the secondary school level or sooner. Table III

presents the dat.a concerning the preparation and training of



TABLE II

THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE GUIDANCE PROGRAM

Guidance director

Principal

Dean of boys or girls

Home-room teachers

Counselor

Coordinator

Class room teachers

Class advisers

No specific director

No daia reported

Totals

9'
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PREPARATION AND TRAINING OF GUIDANCE PERSONNEL

29.00

52.00

19.00

100.00

Director
No. Per cent

48

17

27

,92

Preparation and training

Totals

No data reported

No special training

Persons who have had courses
in guidance

the guidance personnel.

4 Loc. ci t.

3 . " .' ., ..•.
Arthur J.J()Il~,~,EI'i~lesof Guidance. New York:

NIcGraw"'Hill Book, Company, 1934. pp. 97-98.

TABLE III

Featur~s of cumulative records of the small Negro

high schools of Missouri. The cumulative record of the small

Negro high schools of Missouri was not adequate nor complete.

Jones 3 makes a very difinite statement about cumu

lative records and counseling.

Since guidance is uni~tary in nature, complete
aCiequate guidance can be given only when we have'the
most important facts about the individual. These
include information not only concerning the various
phases of his school work, but his family his tory,
home conditions, rlis health, and his whole outlook
on li1'e. 4
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TABLE IV

Table IV has shown the features of the cumulative re-

15 100.00

11 73.00

7 47.00

4 27.00

10 67.00

6 40.00

Schools
including items
No. Per cent

~upil's successes and failures

Features of records

,Achievement tests

, Int~lligence tests

Aptitude tes~s

(Recreational activities

Occupational, experiences

FEATURES OF CUMULATIVE RECORDS OF THE SMALL NEGRO
HIGH SCHOOLS OF MISSOURI

cords of the small Negro high sohools of Missouri. Fifteen

sohools, or lOOper cent of those responding, kept a record

of ths pupil's successes and failures; sleven schooilis, or

73 per oent, kept a reCord of the pupil's intelligence soore;

seven schools, or 47 per cent, kept a record of the pupil's

achievement; four schools, or 27· per cent, kept a record of

the pupil's aptitude; ten schools, or 67 per cent, kept a

experiences.

record of the pupil's recreational activities; and six s~hools,

or 40 per cent, kept a record of the pupil's occupational

JUdg~d em ihe 'basis of' Ta ble iv, fifteen of the' small

J5regi-ohi~h.'prchools which responded, kept records of the pupil's
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successes and failures, ·while other phases of the pupils'

experiences received less attention. It was evident that the

purpose of the cumq.lative record in these schools was limited

and inadequate. It was. obvious that there existed great

need for the use of more adequate cumulative records.

Features of !he counseling progra~ in the sm~ll Negro

high schools of Missouri. Features of the counseling program

in the small Negro high schools of Missouri are shown in

Table V. This phase of the guidance program must be carr1ed

on through a private conference with the individual pupil

in ord~r that the student can express himself freely, and the
I

counselor.can consider ~ll factors pertinent to the problem

of the individual •

. Table V showed that these schools have different ways

of administering counseling services. In twelve sc.hools~ or

80 pe~ cent, students receive advice as ~hey desire it; in

ten schools, or 67-~er cent~ teachers have free periods for

counseling service; and in eleven schools, or 73 per cent,

counseling is done at a specified time.

Part~time counselors in nine schools, or 60 per cent

of the schools,are available. Case conferences are held in

eight, or 53 per cent of the schools, and a guidance committee

is available in three, or 20 per cent, of the schools for

courisel iug•.
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counseling can be accomplished in classrooms or adminis-

12 80.00

9 60.00

10 67.00

13 87.00

8 53.00

11 73.00

3 20.00

Schools
Sponsoring activities
. No. Per cent

Oounseling done as the need
arises

Group counseling at a
specific time

Guidance committee

Case .conferences held asa
counseling aid

Counseling activities

TABLE V

I

Very few schools have made any provisions for specia.l

Students secure advice as
they desire it .

Part-time counselors

FEATURES OF THE COUNSELING PROGR~M IN THE SMALL
NEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS OF MISSOURI

Teachers haVing free period
during the day

trative offices.

with pupils can be held. It is doubtful whether effective

rooms for counseling services in which private conferences



making home visits; and one, or 7 per cent, was conferring

with specialists in various fields.

Guidance activities for directing the choice of the1

6 40.00

7 47.00

1 7.. 00

10 67 .. 00

8 53 .. 00

4 27.00

Schools
sponsoring activities

No. Per ceni-- .. Aotivi ties

Conferences with specialists
in various fields

Home visitations

Field triJDs

Making available. inf()rma tion
about trades and vocations

Speakers at assemblies

Securing occupational literature

TABLE VI

GUIDANCE ACTIVITIES FOR DIRECTING THE CHOICE OF CAREERS
OF PUPILS

careers of pupils. Table VI pointed out the types of gui

dance activities employed by the schools for directing the

choice of the careers of pupils and. the number and per cent

of the schools using these activities. This table showed

that six schools, or 40 per cent, were making available in-

making use of speakers in assemblies; eight, or 53 per ce~t,

were utilizing the field trip, four, or 27 percent, were

formation about vocations; seven, or 47 per cent, were se

curing occupational literature; ten, or 67 per cent, were
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From these findings it was evident that these schoo1s

were doing representative work in this phase of the guidance

program. This emphasis might have been due to the fact that

during World War II in~ustry emphasized vocational prepared-

ness.

Activities representine avocational or recreational

guidance. In Table VII there has been indicated the types

of activities which represented recreational and avocational

guidance in the small Negro high· schools studied. Fifteen,

or 100 per cent, sponsored some form of athletics; eight, or

53 per cent sponsored music; five, or 33 per-cent, sponsored

clubs; eight, or 53 per" cent sponsored dramatics; two, or

13 per cent, sponsored art; four, or 27 per cent, have home

projects; and two, or 13 per cent published school papers.

From these findings it was evident that athletics;

music~ and .dramatics were stressed. Only a few schools pro

yided for school papers and art. The schools should have

mqre varied activities in order to meet the interests of the

en~lre student personnel.
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two schOols ,Or TJpercent, wereiriterested in the return-

16

lng veterans. These sohools were more interested in help-

15 100.00

8 53.00

5 33.00

8 53.00

2 13.00

4 27.00

2 13000

Schools
Sponsoring activities

No. Per oentActivities

Art

Athletics

ClUbs

Music

Home proJeots

Dramatics

School paper

TABLE VII

ACTIVITIES REPRESENTING AVOCATIONAL OR RECREATIONAL
GUIDANCE

ing the students with part-time employment while they were

in.sohool, than they were in helping their gradu8 tes and

drop-outs to secure jobs.

placementactiv1ties of the aforementioned schools. Four

teen schools, or. 9~ pe~ oent, .assisted the students in se-

Placement activities of the small Negro high schools

in Missouri. In Table VIII there has been indioated the

. . '"

ouring part-time employment; five sohools, or 33 per oent,

assisted inj o~pi~cement during the summer months. Only



Missouri.

TABLE VIII·

in school or out of school. This was a distinct weakness of

7.00

33.005

1

2 13.00

1 7.00

14 93.00

2 13.00

Schools
Sponsoring activities

No. Per centActivities

Work try-outs

Assisting in job placement

Placemeht of students in work
related to their occupational
choice

PLAQEMENT ACTIVITIES OF THE SMALL NEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS
IN MISSOURI

Helping to place drop-outs in
jobs

Helping students to get part
.. time jobs

Hel~ing veterans to re-adjust
themselves

the guidance programs in.· the small Negro high schools of

No guidance program can oe effective unless the schoC,;ll

has become interested in all of its students, whether they be
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Features of the follow-uE program~ of the small

Negro high schools of Missour!. It has been a common prac

tice for schools to make follow-up studies of their former

students. According to, Traxler,5 there have been four as-

pects of the follow-up program in guidance:

(1) the incidental follow-up of which counselors
and teachers carryon as a part·of their normal acti
vities in the school;

(2) that to be found in connection with individual
pupils who have served as a bases of case studies or
who have received intensive remedial help in certain
fields;

(3) that to be found where schools have evolved a
systematic procedure for following up pupils from one
unit of school to the next higher one;

(4) the one towa~d which attention especially needs
to be directed,because for the most part guidance pro~

grams leave much to be desired ag far as this phase of
the school program is concerned •

. Table IX has shown data concerning the method and the

number of follo~-up studies of the small Negro high schools

of Missouri. Seven ~chools, or 47 per cent, checked the dif-

ferent ocoupations their students enter; two, or 13 per cent,

made use of ClElSS reunions; four, or 27 per cent, contacted

students by letters; and six, or forty percent,'evaluated

individual achievements. Some of these schools used other

5 ArthurE. Traxler,Techniques of Guidance, New York:
Harpers, 1945, pp. 3l7~318.

6 Loc'. cit.
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The inability of a large per cent of the schools to

2 13.00

4 27.00

7 47.00

6 40.00

7 47.00

Schools
represented

No. Per centFeatures

Class reunions

TABLE IX

Letters

other means

FEATURES OF THE FOLLOW~UPPROGRAMS OF THE SMALL NEGRO
HIGH SCHOOLS OF MISSOURI

Keeping checks on kinds of
. !Occiup'ations students enter

,Evaluatioh of individual
achievements

left the high schools.

means for this phase of the program.

make follow-up studies can, in some extent, be traced to the

lack of funds • However., the least any school could do, re

gardless of c.ondi tions, would be to make some a ttempt to

learn what their former students have been doing since they



CH-~PTER III

Smv~wRY, CONCLUSIONS, AND REC0M11ENDATIONS

This study has been based on the assumption that the

youth of today have been confronted with a complexity of pro

blems. It has also been based upon the assumption that they

have been unable to solve these problems'or make intelligent

decisions without guidance. ConseQuently, large numbers of

Negro youth have dropped out of school to become anti-social

and maladjusted. The need for guidance has been further

activated by the r.ecent war, and the shifting of many of the

responsibilities of the home to the school.-

The small Negro high schools of Missouri have used

v~rious types of organizations for guidance programs; how

ever, they have been very limited. The principal has been

the administrator of the program in most of the schools •

. The students in a large number of the schools have been

deprived of adeQuate guidance services because of the limited

training of the personnel in these schools •

.A listing of the main factors contained in the analy

sis of the data is as follows:

1. There· were twenty small Negro high schools in

Cluded in the. study of which fifteen responded ; .their re

pIie's furnished the basis of the .survey.

2. T'heprincipalis the person chiefly responsible
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. for the administration of the guidance program. The. prin

cip~l was the guidance director in 8 of the 15 schools

_included in the study.

3. Slightly over half (52.00 per cent) of the guidance

personnel (teachers) of the small Negro high schools had had

no preparation or special training ~n guidance work. Only

29 per cent of the guidance personnel had had courses in

guidance work.

4. In general the cumulative records maintained by

the small Negro High Schools of Missouri are inadequate. All

kept records of pupil's successes and failures, but failed

to record other vital information necessary in a satisfactory

guidance program.

5. There was no standardized counseling program in

the schools comprising this study. None had special coun

seling rooms; in general, the counseling was group counseling,

and ~n most. cases, .counseling was done as the need arose.

6. The schools surveyed made use of a variety of

act.ivities for directing the choice of careers of pupils.

Speakers at assemblies and field trips were the most often

used activities in this type of guidance activities.

7. There wal:! not much offered, by the small Negro high

schools in Missouri in the way of avocational or recreational

activities. Athletics,Illusic, and dramatics were the Illost

fr~Cluent:Ly6ccuringactivities of this kind.
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8. The study revealed that most of the schools

surveyed were chiefly interested in helping students to

get part-time jobs; they WBre not so interested in helping

drop-outs or students who had graduated.

9. There was very little concerted effort on the.
part of the schools surveyed to conduct follow-up studies

of the individuals who attended these schools.

The facts presented in this study have led to the

conclusion that the small Negro high schools of Missouri

have not been discharging their duties in the field of

guidance. Furthermore, the study revealed that the personnel

has limited guidance training. Professional improvement

is needed with respect to the five areas of guidance:

namely, occupational, information, individu?l inventory,

counseling, placement, and follow-up.

I. REOOlVIMENDATIONS

It is recommended:

1. That a study be made to determine the character

istics of effective guidance programs suited to the needs of

these small Negro high schools.

2. That there be in-service training of the present

personnel.

3. That the. state of Missouri be divided into con

venient districts· in order that the state might ass.isteach



school to have the aid of trained personnel workers.

4. That in the absence of a state program, the local

administration create a continuous guidance program for its

schools.

This study, with all of its limitatiqns, may focus

attention upon the guidance needs of the young people in the

small Negro high schools of Missouri.
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Name of school Location
------------- ·-----r(-c......i-:-t-y-o-r-c-o-untyT

Does your sohool partioipate in any of the following activities?
Please ahe.ck.

- Enrollment in high school
Nurnber 0 f tea chers in b, i g'""h-s-Ch"--o-o"""l==--,-_-:---:-
How many teachers have had guidance training? _

27

Art
--Home projects
---School paper

APPENDIX A

Q,UESTIONNAIRE

Do you make occupational information available to
all students?

---::--Are field trips made for the purpose of acquainQng
students with different occupations?_.,...-.,,-

Do you have an occupational literature shelf? _
Are conferences held with specialists in the

various occupations in your corrununity?__~_
Do you praotice home visits?
Do you use speakers-at assem~b~l~i-e-s? _

L

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Athletics
-Musio
---Chubs
---Dramatics

Counseling:

1. Do you have a part-time or full~time counselor?---2. Do your teachers have a free period during the
day for counseling activities? _

3. Do students secure advise as they need it?
4. Do you have a guidance committee? ----
5. Is group counseling carried on at a specified time? _
6. Are case conferences held as a counseling aid?---7. Is counseling carried on as the need arises? _

Occupational Information:

Personal Inventorl:

Do you keep a record of each stud~nt by the following records?

1. Pupil successes and failures _
2. Intelligence test
3. Achievement test ----
4. Aptitude test
5. Recreational -a-c~t~i-viti€s---6. Occupational experiences _



Placement:

Follow-up:

Does your school follow-up students by the following methods?
Please check.

Administrator of guidance:

Who is responsible for the administra tion of the guidanc_e prp
gram? Please check.

Do you assist students to secure jobs during the
summer months?~ _

Is the student placed in work related to his
occupational choice?~ _

Do you help drop~outs to secure employment?~ _
Do you help to secure part-time employment for

your students? _
Do you help veterans to re-adjust themselves in
. any way? _
Do you sponsor work try-outs? _

1.

2.

Class reunions
-----Alumni meetings

Evaluation of individual achievements
--·--Keeping a check on the kinds of occupations students enter

Letters----.Telephone
~---Other means

3.
4.

5.

6.

___~_Principal
Dean of boys and/or girls

~~-Home-room teacher
Counselor

-----Coordinator
Classroom teacher._---,-
Class advisers------______No specific director
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Outline map of :Missouri showing the geographis
location of .the 15 schools included in the study 0

1. Boonville
2. Cape Girardeau
3. Charleston
4.. Dalton
5.' 'Festus
6. Hayti
7. Huntsville
8. Lexington
9. Liberty
10. Mexico
11,." Moberly
~12. £oplar Bluff
13. Sedalia
14., Springfield
15. st. Charles
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